DJ GEAR SETUP ADVISE
WHATS THE BEST SETUP TO GET STARTED?
To get started with your DJ career, an investment in quality DJ gear is what we recommend.
We get asked for gear advise every day. Thanks to our partner T
 onecontrol we are always up to speed on
the latest gear developments. We always test all new equipment that is interesting for pro’s and our
students. Based on our experience and the feedback of our students we have put together complete setups
to suit your needs and budget.
HOW TO GET YOUR DJ SET
The links bellow will send you to the Tonecontrol website were you can order the setups we have put
together. Becoming a professional DJ is possible on every set that we suggest. The more you pay, the
more convienent the sets get. The technical possiblities of the sets do not differ much, the price of the
different setups does!
BUDGET SET
If you want to start with a relatively small investment and maybe ugrade in the future, this is the set for you.
INTERMEDIATE SET (Our favorite!)
If you are willing to invest seriously in a semi-professional set, than this is our favorite. The XDJ-RX 2
is the most bought setup among our students. The handling and possibillities come close to the
pro standard CDJ-2000NEXUS2 set but for a much lower price.
SEMI PRO SET
If you would like to be ‘future-proof’ in a sence that you are going to use use 3 or 4 decks, than this set is the
best buy. The look and feel is almost the same as the benchmark CDJ-2000NEXUS2 set.
PRO SET
If you want the best and your budget alowes it, than this is the one set you will see all around in the clubs and
on festivals. We think The new Denon player is better than the Pioneer XDJ-2000NEXUS2, as you can see in
this video, but we don’t think it will become the new club standard.
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